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I~~I ~~~~~~~!2~~~ re~~_~~~~~~~"'" ,m laz am \1--,"'No less problematic isthe ideologicalnotion in motion witho~t pre-judgmenj;sandpre-conditions,
", ,Pakistan that has stillnot been able to overcomeits ForKashmirquestionto be solved,this is imperative

Peace process is on the move, despite initial schizophrenic personality divided between Ummah that India and Pakistan first create the environment
, hiccupsandthanksto increasingrealisation and the nation-state, Insistence on being a part of of widespread trust and a solid basis of economic

, on both sidesandAmericanfacilitation,Yet Ummah excludes the imperatives of nation-state and cultural cooperation or a vested interest in
thick clouds of suspicions persist and will and extends its mission just not to Kashmir but to peace as a medium of find¥lg solutions to all irri-

gradually shed with series of confidence-building everywhere else, including the Indian Muslims. But it tants. The security ,issues c~ also be handed in a
measures and evolution and stabilisation of a com- can't explain the separation of East Pakistan, nor collective security framework, including ,the man-
posite negotiation process. Major pr.oblem is that find justification for Muslim integration into Indian agement of nuclear capabilities. ,Unlike the past, \
while President-COAS Pervez Musharraf has enough national composition. Their ideological claim on when the approach has been of stumllling over the
time, Prime Minister Atal Belpui Vapayee is left with Kashmir and the Indian Muslims reinforces not,only most stumbling issue, the normalisation,process
little time to seal a permanent peace deal in the sub- Hindutva, but also exclusionary Indian secularism, should start with building bridges over the most
continent, Can the causes behind the historical besides communalising the Kashmir question. bridgeable issues w;ithout, of cpurse, avoid)ngthe
rooted animosity be ,addressed and tedious questions Pakistan is based in the historical entity of Indus thorny issue nor making all other issues a hostage
tackled? which happened to be the Muslim-majority region. to the conflicting cores of the "core dispute". In°ther

No doubt the dispute over Kashmir has become It excluded the 'Indian, Muslims, in the end, negating meanwhile,the two establishments Can fmd Ot1i

~
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most irritating of all issues between the two cooo- the very notion of two-nation theory as a necessary areas for self-perPetuation.
tries at the cost of Kashmiris. This is not in fact the cost. It has to live with itself as geographical and There are other issues that tend to create unnec,
real ,cause behind the larger divide in the subconti- multi-ethnic national entity. Kashmir question, as a essary suspicions, such as American involvement. To

\' nent. It is, rather, an extension of and tool in per- legacy of hastily worked out partition, should,be excludeUS,which'both sides are vyingto winover,
petuating the real divide. When Pakistan terms the seen by Islamabad in its self-interest as a democratic it is necessary to become more' willing and flexible

. Kashmir question as a "core issue" or an "unfinished right to self-determination of the Kashllur people in. partners, American facilitation can be helpful as well
agenda of partition", and Indiate,rrns it as a "core of the greater context of the general interests of South t9 both sides since we have failed to address our
its secular nationhood" or "integrill part", they in fact Asian fraternity and not as a territorial cfu;putewith contentions on our own. India c~ strategicaJJy gain
reveal their ideological fixation rooted in the parti- ,India, Regardless ofIslamabad's legalistic position by responding to US consUl and Pakistan can pursue

" tion of the subcontinent.Yet,Pakistanhas survived andits rigidstand,the Kashmirquestioncan onlybe its nationalinterest by helpingAmericain acquiring
without what is termed asits 'jugular vein" and In- solved in the greater context of Indo-Pak amity and leverage on New Delhi/When India asks the US to
dian secularism, despite not conceding on the Kash- South Asfun fraternity. Similarly, the threat percep- get it delivered the terrorists, it' cr~ates the obliga-

Imirquestion,continues;to strugglewith the majori- tions can be addressedby makingthe security mu~ tion to oblige, in return. Sirnilarly,when~tan

1

tarian communal chall.enges. At worse, Islamabad's tua\1y reinforcing, rather than taking refuge behind 0
,

bliges ,the US, it creates the room for aprq qud, in
positionis iqedentist ~d ,NewDelhi'sannexation-, half-cleverinitiatives. , return for a quid.Some9( the na.\veCIiticsofAmer-I
ist.
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, tion. The fact of the ll1~r is that the lEiadershipof V and democratic framework while ~tting. ,Moreover, ther~ ~e feafll ofculrotal invasion.
national liberation movement ~d to amicably hart- Pakistan as 1).0exception to secular rule and accept- Greater cultural invasion if;I)ot from one side or the
die the communitarian or minoritYque~on. Despite ing Kashmir question to be decided according to the other, tt is from the WeSt;b.oth of us face: Hindi film
the partition on religious basis-..?~hiStorical reality Jl8pirations of the Kashmiri people. It has seen, de- is essentially an Urdu film that has kept alivethe lan-
- the Indian sec~ that failed to accommodate spite its role as a 'liberator', the assertion' of guage otherwise dying in India. The capital of di-
the concerns of Indian Muslims in the first place is Bangladesh as a sovereign entity, If it can accept vided PtnUab is not Delhi, it is Lahore. The top most
still oblivious of Pakistan reality or excludes the ex- some non-state parties, struggling for their indepen- sacred worship places of th~ Sikhs are in Pakistan
istence 9f two-nation th~ory,to keep its secular- dence, as the "Other PartY", why can't it accept All and fJasg,nt is a festiva,l that is;now Lahore's great-
framework consistent since it suits the dominant Parties Hurriyat Conference, as the other party? If est attraction,to attraCt}Vl(~lEt°f Northern India.

c communitarian interests. IronicaJJy,the Indian secu- the people of East Pakistan could be welcome for ex- Similarly, trade is not a matter of gain at the cost of
;
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larism and Hindutva converge on ideological divide ercising t
,

heir right to self-determination for the sec- other. Both sides can gain not only from mutually
I andthe Kashmirquestion,althoughfordifferentrea- ond time,wl%can't the Kashmirisdo so? beneficialtrade and investment,but also capitalise

sons, First thing is to admit the question, as have the oh expanding the avenue of cooperation wit!:!.Cen-
If the sacred cause of the unity of mother Bharat Bntishwho had to recognise the Irish question. Now, tral Asia. Not granting India the ~ status is a folly

considers Pakistan's existence as $acrilegious, Indian what could be the possible solution that neither in- since it can't be withheld longer ood~r wro, nor by
secularism considers it as irreverent and still ex- jures Iridian secularism and Indian Muslims, nor re- not going ahead with SAPTA and SAFTAis in any

; cludesminorityquestion.When Mr.Vajpayeewent wards Pakistan's ideologicaliITedentismand; at the wayin our interest.,
to Yadgar-e-Pakistan, he in fact crossed an ideo- same time allows Kashmiris to satisfy their urge What is most important is that both India and
logical thresholdc because Hindutva is amenable to while becoming a buffer betwe\!n the two competing Pakistan should start addressing their real problems
the adoption of the ideal of unity ofmother Bharat to annexationists, What would be the concrete shape and differences from the standpoint of their future"

, the requirement of greater Soiltli Asian fraternity of it should beJeft to a process of reconciliation be- and improving the plight of their people, not the past
and may show 'magnanimity'to find away out of the tween India a.nP Pakistan, on the one hand, and a that should only provide lessons from mistakes and
smaller Kashmir irritant to"achieve greater objective free interactig,n among the Kashmiris of different high profile security paradigms that have added tot!
than the secular puritans"And when Indian secular. hues and regions over a reasonable period of time. our insecurity and misery of our people.
ism feels victorious oVI'ffthe exercise of right 19 self- There are vdrious examples that can help develop a
determination by the people of former East Pakistan, model that addresses the concerns of all sides.
they conveniently forget to extend it to Kashmir sim- h;Lp~, there are no easy solutions. Nor can there
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